
Introduction

Evolution has ruled biology for more than a century. That
is a remarkable achievement and the purpose of this paper
is to illumine why evolution is so controversial and why it is
considered here to be at the summit of criminality. The ap-
proach is to pursue the various definitions of evolution and
to examine the evidence. As needed, principles from the
sciences shall be brought to bear.

The foundation of evolution is abiogenesis, a living cell
allegedly springing to life from nonliving matter. This ap-
parently is based on the “monera” fraud of Ernst Haeckel
(Assmuth and Hull, 1915, pp. 74–76). The nonexistent
monera were misrepresented as primitive missing-link sin-

gle cells found in the slime at the bottom of oceans but in
fact were inert precipitates of sulfate of lime (Rupke, 1971,
pp. 169–183; Becker, 1999, pp. 14–18). To synthesize a
monera, the Miller-Urey experiments failed remarkably
and consistently (Yockey, 1992, pp. 231, 232, 234, 238–
241; Miller and Levine, 2000, p. 344). Furthermore, the
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Abstract

The foundation of evolution is abiogenesis, life
spontaneously generated from nonlife. The super-
structure placed upon that foundation is monogene-
sis, myriad spontaneously generated structures to
produce every kind of simple life form then by
countless spontaneous generations every kind of
complex life form. The other “definitions” of evolu-
tion are change over time, common descent and
natural selection. Laboratory abiogenesis has failed
consistently and dredging the bottoms of the oceans
yielded the inert sulfate of lime, not the fraudulent
“monera.” The simulated abiogenesis of the pro-
teins to mock-up the simplest original cell is more
than a zillion (104,000,000, 1 followed by more than
4,000,000 zeros) times more impossible than the
mathematical definition of impossible. The proba-
bility of monogenesis was not attempted because
myriad multiplications of impossible yield impossi-
ble to unimaginable extremes. The common text-
book instructions, “life arose in the ancient seas”
from “that original organic soup,” are teaching the
innumerable miracles of the evolution religion and
that violates the U.S. Constitution’s prohibition of a
state supported church. To meet the requirements
of science and the Constitution, these lessons must
be changed to “life was created,” as in “Henry Ford
created the Ford automobile.”

“Change over time,” “definition one” of evolu-
tion, actually describes devolution to extinction,
the exact opposite of evolution. “Common de-
scent,” “definition two” of evolution, actually de-
scribes true-to-type devolution to extinction, again
the exact opposite of evolution. A sample engineer-
ing analogue, as well as actual epidemiological
data from human genetic disorders and fatal birth
defects, identify “natural selection,” the alleged
“primary mechanism” for evolution, as actually a
mechanism for devolution to extinction, the exact
opposite of evolution. Both “definitions” of evolu-
tion and evolution’s “primary mechanism” yield
universal devolution to extinction. Additionally,
evolution is the antithesis of science because it
cloaks current permanent accelerating human and
biosphere extinction in the garb of biologically ad-
vantageous progress. Evolution wantonly militates
against countermeasures while myriad individuals
and populations, including humans, are acceler-
ated to the greatest mass extinction in history.
Therefore, evolution is identified here as the wan-
tonly lethal antiscience ruling the summit of crimi-
nality. As a first step for self defense against
imminent permanent human and biosphere mass
extinction, the evolution movement must be ex-
punged worldwide.
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simulated evolution of a small protein for a small cell
yielded an improbability comparable to a successful per-
petual motion machine (Yockey, 1992, p. 257). In spite of
no evidence from nature or the laboratory or simulation,
abiogenesis persists in current high school and university
biology textbooks as “life arose in the ancient seas” from
“that original organic soup” (Johnson, 1998, p. 195; Miller
and Levine, 2000, pp. 344, 346). To the apparent impossi-
bility of abiogenesis, evolution concatenates the apparent
impossibilities of monogenesis, the parent cell spontane-
ously diversifying to form all other kinds of single-cell or-
ganisms, then these in turn spontaneously complicating to
all multicellular life forms.

Another approach to evolution is by way of its mean-
ings. Apparently, there are three. “Definition one” is
change over time. It is stated that evolution of this type is a
fact. “Definition two” is common descent. This is treated
as though it were a fact. “Definition three” is natural selec-
tion, the primary mechanism for definitions one and two
(American Scientific Affiliation, 1996, p. 3).

This study will be limited to an examination of abio-
genesis, monogenesis, change over time, common descent
and natural selection.

Data On Abiogenesis and Monogenesis

Let us begin by examining the foundation of evolution,
abiogenesis. The necessary elements in nature are be-
lieved to have spontaneously joined together and sponta-
neously generated life in a cell. We incompletely know,
but the cell would not know at all, that its metabolic func-
tions of digestion, circulation, respiration, excretion,
movement, repair, and reproduction would depend upon
the spontaneously generated polysaccharides, lipids,
amino acids, alpha helixes, polypeptide chains, assembled
quaternary protein subunits, and nucleotides. At least all of
these extremely complex subunits must spontaneously
self-combine then further spontaneously combine into the
still more complex functioning cellular structures, like the
mazes of conduits containing automatically moving raw
materials and finished products to and from peripheral as-
sembly organelles, energy systems, long-chain proteins,
and nucleic acids. In preparation for an electrical storm,
for example, exactly the right mix of the spontaneously
generated DNA, mRNA, ribosomes, cell membrane mate-
rial with its millions of gate-controlled apertures, enzymes,
and scores of other protein structures, each a complex ma-
chine in its own right, must be spontaneously and precisely
positioned (Behe, 1996, pp. 262–268; Denton, 1986, p.
263). Then with every atom in the right place at the right
time the first cell might be thunderbolted together and
spring to life. Even these incomplete details are not men-
tioned in the biology textbooks and none of the above ref-

erences are cited. No calculation of the probability of any
of those events is given to the student to estimate whether
or not what is being taught has the same or greater improb-
ability of miracles, which would rule it out of science.
Without evidence, the student is expected to believe on
faith the dogma that a cell somehow sprang to life in the
distant past “in the ancient seas” “that original organic
soup” (Johnson, 1998, p.195; Miller and Levine, 2000, p.
346).

The objective determination of abiogenesis as science,
or as miracles, may be approached by observing that many
functions in a living cell are determined by the structures
of its proteins. The trail of the first cell therefore leads us to
the peculiar organic chemistry of biologically useful ami-
no acids in viable proteins. When amino acids are synthe-
sized in the laboratory, about half are left-handed and
about half are right-handed. Yet, only the left-handed ones
are biologically useful. Of the left-handed, there are 20 eli-
gible amino acids for each of perhaps hundreds of posi-
tions in a viable protein, but almost always only one correct
choice can meet the functional requirements. Almost al-
ways a peptide bond is required and any other will cause
the protein to fail biologically. Sometimes with a correct
primary structure, the correct secondary or tertiary or qua-
ternary structures may not materialize because the solu-
tion conditions for the synthesis were not exact. Taking the
complex biochemistry into account which yields the com-
plex submicroscopic geometries biologically required, a
search may be made for the probability of creating a pro-
tein by chance as specified by evolution. Accordingly, the
probability of evolving one molecule of iso-1-cytochrome
c, a small protein common in plants and animals, is an as-
tounding one chance in 2.3 times a trillion vigintillion. A
trillion vigintillion has 75 zeros. In evolution’s terms, if a
random mutation is provided every second from the al-
leged birth of the universe, then to date that protein mole-
cule would be only 43% of the way to completion. That is
devastating for evolution because there would be no time
to complete that single molecule, no time to evolve the
scores of thousands of proteins required for one cell, no
time to evolve all the other simple cells and no time to
evolve all the complex organisms for a functioning bio-
sphere. The author of this landmark monograph con-
cluded, “The origin of life by chance in a primeval soup is
impossible in probability in the same way that a perpetual
motion machine is impossible in probability” (Yockey,
1992, pp. 255, 257). That should settle the question but let
us employ an extra measure of patient endurance and con-
tinue the search.

The evolutionist, Richard Dawkins, stated:
Suppose we want to suggest, for instance, that life

began when both DNA and its protein- based repli-
cation machinery spontaneously chanced to come
into existence. We can allow ourselves the luxury of
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such an extravagant theory, provided that the odds
against this coincidence occurring on a planet do not
exceed 100 billion billion to one” (Dawkins, 1996,
pp. 144, 146).

The 100 billion billion is 1020. So Dawkins’ own evolu-
tionist criterion for the impossibility of evolution, one
chance in more than 1020, has been exceeded by more than
50 orders of magnitude not for a whole cell but for only one
molecule of one small protein in that cell. Had Dawkins
been influenced by the literature (Yockey, 1992, pp. 255,
257), he would not have said, “It is absolutely safe to say that,
if you meet somebody who claims not to believe in evolu-
tion, that person is ignorant, stupid or insane (or wicked, but
I’d rather not consider that)” (Johnson, 1993, p.9). Dawkins
by his own probability estimate, with more than 50 orders of
magnitude to spare, has identified himself as a nonbeliever
in evolution and needs to ask whether he considers himself
“ignorant, stupid, insane or wicked.” That surfeit of evi-
dence, more than 50 orders of magnitude, should surely set-
tle the case but let us continue the search.

According to Dembski and Borel, specified events of
small probability do not occur. Dembski estimated 1080 el-
ementary particles in the universe and asked how many
times per second an event could occur. He used the
Planck value of 1045. He then calculated the number of
seconds from the beginning of the universe to the present
and for good measure multiplied by ten million for 1025

seconds in all. He thereby obtained 1080 x 1045 x 1025 =
10150, or more exactly 0.5 x 10150, for his Law of Small
Probability to eliminate chance (Dembski, 1998, pp. 5, 62,
209, 210).

Currently, there does not seem to be a scientific crite-
rion more generous to evolution than Dembski’s one
chance in 0.5 x 10150. Anything as rare as that probability
had absolutely no possibility of happening by chance at
any time by any conceivable specifying agent by any con-
ceivable process throughout all of cosmic history. To test
against that criterion, we take one chance in 2.3 x 1075 for
one protein (Yockey, 1992, pp. 255, 257) and multiply by
the 60,000 proteins required for the abiogenesis of a mini-
mal cell (Denton, 1986, p. 263; Morowitz, 1966, pp. 446–
459) and obtain one chance in more than 104,478,296

(Mastropaolo, 1999, p. iii). That exceeds Dembski’s most
generous criterion for impossible by more than 104,478,146.
Or if 0.5 x 10150 to 1 is the most generous probability sci-
ence can provide to demarcate possibility from miracle,
then with more than four million orders of magnitude to
spare abiogenesis must be considered miraculous. To put
abiogenesis in biology textbooks as evolutionists have done
throughout the United States is to teach evolution religion
as science and that violates the requirement of the U.S.
Constitution prohibiting the establishment of a state reli-
gion (Constitution of the United States of America, 1787,
Amendment I, see note).

With abiogenesis so unimaginably impossible, it is a
waste of time to examine monogenesis which rests upon
the abiogenesis foundation. With the innumerable sponta-
neous generations of abiogenesis so impossible, the addi-
tional countless spontaneous generations of monogenesis
built upon that foundation are impossible to an even
greater extreme. In order to document this problem of
comprehending such extreme impossibilities, dimension-
ing the improbability of abiogenesis may be useful. Num-
bers like 104,478,296 are incomprehensively large. It is the
number 1 followed by 4,478,296 zeros. There is no Eng-
lish word for it. There ought to be some way to give a sense
of such a magnitude. For example, if a perpetual motion
machine is probabilistically impossible and has a probabil-
ity of 1075 to 1 against it (Yockey, 1992, pp. 255, 257), then
how many impossible perpetual motion machines would
abiogenesis’ 104,478,296 to 1 against it represent? The an-
swer is the impossibility of 104,478,221 perpetual motion
machines, also a number too large to imagine. Let us per-
severe and consider the Blue Fairy that animated
Pinocchio (Collodi, 1883, see note) as one chance in
10150, that is, she is impossible according to Dembski’s cri-
terion for impossible. The abiogenesis of only one type of
simple unassembled protein raw material to mock-up a
minimal original cell is more impossible than 104,478,146

Blue Fairies. Again, this is too large a number to imagine.
In passing, we may note that evolution is likely the greatest
fairy tale ever told because every elementary particle, like
an electron, in the entire cosmos could be occupied by a
Blue Fairy playing Musical Chairs at the incredible tempo
of 1045 changes per second for more than 20 billion years
with more than 104,478,146 Blue Fairies patiently waiting a
turn to play. Instead of biology, American students are be-
ing taught evolution’s peerless blend of championship sci-
ence fiction with children’s fairy tales. But let us not give
up. Let us consider a universe 100 billion light years in di-
ameter, probably double the size of ours, and ask how
many trips across that universe we could make if each
probability unit was equal to the diameter of a hydrogen
atom. With the hydrogen atoms side by side, the answer
would be 104,478,259 trips, again too large for the imagina-
tion. Abiogenesis is so immensely improbable that it defies
finding a reference to common experience or even a lan-
guage equivalent to express it abstractly.

To give a language reference, let us define “zillion” as
greater than 104,000,000 (1 followed by more than 4,000,000
zeros) and let us define “create” as Webster renders its first
meaning, “to cause to come into existence; bring into be-
ing; make; originate; esp., to make or design (something re-
quiring art, skill, invention, etc.).” We may quite properly
say, “Henry Ford created the Ford automobile,” without
attributing to Henry Ford any divine status. Now let us em-
ploy these definitions and properly conclude that the prob-
ability of evolution’s foundation, abiogenesis, and its
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superstructure, monogenesis, is more than a zillion to one
against them and the probability of creation, without reli-
gious connotation, is more than a zillion to one in favor of
it. Such probabilities remove every vestige of the vaguest
doubt from any objective scientist. Let us close with the re-
minder that those probabilities are for only one type of sim-
ple unassembled protein to mock-up the simplest original
cell and they represent gross underestimates. The improb-
abilities for a complete cell or for a complex life form of
trillions of cells or for an ecosystem of millions of different
interdependent complex life forms would require multi-
plications by myriad additional orders of magnitude. The
evolutionist mind of Anaximander (611–549 B.C.) must
be complimented for imagining abiogenesis and mono-
genesis (Durant, 1939, p. 138), concepts so improbable
that human minds are incapable of comprehending the
extent of their impossibility. Authors like Johnson (1998)
and Miller and Levine (2000) would be well advised to dis-
continue violations of the Constitution by removing from
their public school textbooks all mention of the countless
incredible miracles, abiogenesis and monogenesis. They
would bring their public school textbooks into compliance
with the requirements of science and the Constitution of
the United States of America and the Constitution of the
State of California if they substituted, “life was created.”

Data On the Three “Definitions”
of Evolution

Let us now consider “definition one” of evolution,
“change over time.” “Because such changes have been
repeatedly observed, evolution of this type is a fact” (Amer-
ican Scientific Affiliation, 1996, p. 3). According to com-
mon observation, however, all individuals in the biosphere
age and die. Once dead, the plants rot and the animals pu-
trefy to simpler nonviable elements. Individually, life
forms devolve. Types of life forms as populations also re-
gress from viable to permanent extinction. That too is de-
volution, not evolution. The nonviable universe also
devolves (Humphreys 1978). The first definition of evolu-
tion is antonymous to the trillions of consistent observa-
tions of billions of people over thousands of years. The
exclusive fact is devolution.

“Definition two” for evolution is common descent. This
“view that all (or most all) life forms, extant and extinct, are
related by common ancestry: a theory about the history of
life . . . the common sense observation that all offspring
have parents, have led [sic] many scientists to treat the in-
ference of common ancestry as though it were a fact”
(American Scientific Affiliation, 1996, p. 3). According to
common observation, however, individuals age and die as
the same type of individual at birth. Individuals also repro-
duce true to type. Types of life forms as populations dem-

onstrate variability in characteristics like size, weight,
color, and speed of motion but always breed true to their
type. For example, Shetland horses may weigh 300 pounds
and Belgian horses may weigh a ton more than that.
Horses may be described by a mean and a standard devia-
tion for body weight or any other characteristic of horses. It
is common knowledge that all variability in parents and
offspring is within their type. No mare has ever given birth
to a calf and no cow has ever born a foal. Life forms do not
transmute to other types of life forms. Life forms as individ-
uals and populations have been observed devolving to
extinction but never evolving. The second definition of
evolution is antonymous to the trillions of consistent obser-
vations of billions of people over thousands of years. Again,
devolution is the exclusive fact.

“Definition three” of evolution is natural selection,
“The theory (acting upon genetic variations, such as muta-
tion) has been the primary mechanism for the biological
changes described in definitions one and two” (American
Scientific Affiliation, 1996, p. 3, emphasis in the original).
As documented above, definitions one and two are defini-
tions of devolution, not evolution. Also as documented
above, the alternative definition of evolution, abiogenesis,
is so impossible it strains the imagination and must be
classified as countless miracles. The superstructure of
innumerable spontaneous generations, monogenesis, is
countless multiples more impossible than abiogenesis and
also must be classified as countless additional miracles.

For the sake of discussion, let us consider whether or
not genetic variations, such as mutation, may in any way
mitigate those extreme impossibilities. Evolutionists
would have us believe that mutations will yield new and
better life forms that will result in many different kinds of
plants and animals, i.e. diversification, and a progression to
higher, more complex life forms. To clarify that logic, let
us select one example from an almost infinite number of
thought experiments. Let us take the circuit board out of
an AM radio, put on a blindfold, then put a finger on the
board. To simulate a mutation, if the finger lands on a con-
nection, break that connection or if the finger lands where
there is no connection, then make one. Reassemble the ra-
dio and test its range of stations for reception. Repeat the
process. If the radio increases its range of stations or im-
proves its reception, then we conclude that mutations
cause improved structure and function. Or if it becomes
an FM radio, then the modifications mimicking random
mutations succeeded in producing diversification. If the
radio becomes a TV, then the mutations succeeded in pro-
ducing the equivalent of an advanced life form. Con-
trarily, if the radio progressively degrades to the point of no
longer working, then the mutations produced extinction.
Obviously, there is no chance of obtaining a TV because
the AM radio has no monitor and none of the other special
parts and circuits that a TV requires. And like living things,
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the AM radio could not spontaneously generate all those
special TV parts because that would violate the laws of
physics. Obviously, there is no chance of obtaining an FM
radio because the design, frequency modulation, is signifi-
cantly different from an AM, amplitude modulation, radio
and cannot be constructed by introducing mutations into
an AM design. Obviously, the radio will degrade to the
point of not working at all and that is consistent with all hu-
man experience. In all human experience, there is no
analogous model to suggest that natural selection and ge-
netic variations, like mutations, will cause diversity or in-
creased complexity. There is no such experience with life
forms, either. All human experience suggests that all
things, especially the complex, nonviable and viable alike,
degrade toward permanent extinction. With its genetic
variations and mutations, natural selection accelerates ex-
tinction, not evolution. Let us next consider human muta-
tions.

Mendelian inheritance in man is
an encyclopedia of human genes and the disorders
and other traits with which they are associated. It has
been in creation and updating for over 35 years and
has been computerized for most of that time. In addi-
tion to the print edition (Figure 1), it has been dis-
tributed online (OMIM) since 1987 and by compact
disc (MIM-CDTM) since late 1993. (McKusick,
1998, Vol. 1, xiii–xviii)

Apparently, this database in the National Center for Bio-
technology Information at Johns Hopkins University is the
best in the world for the current catalog of human genes
and genetic disorders.

Medically reported human genetic disorders have been
cataloged in the above reference since 1966. If evolution
were true, then we should observe a decrease in genetic
disorders over time according to the first definition of evo-
lution, change over time, and the third definition, natural
selection. That means that the graph would look like the
hypothetical Figure 1. The data in Figure 1 are actually re-
versed. Like those data, evolution is false. The true data are
plotted in Figure 2. As can be seen, the trend is an expo-
nential increase in medically reported genetic disorders.
Beyond any doubt, the trend is devolution. The data
thereby demonstrate that the ravages of time produce mu-
tations that result in devolution, the exact opposite of evo-
lution (McKusick, 1998, Vol. 1, xiii–xviii).

By 2031, it is estimated (R2 = 0.995) there will be
100,000 human genetic disorders and by 2096 1,000,000
(see Figure 3). “At least one clinical disorder has been re-
lated to 1,318 of the mapped loci (roughly 30%)”
(McKusick, 1998, Vol. 1, xiii–xviii). That suggests genetic
disorder saturation of each locus by 2031 and supersa-
turation by 2096. These data confirm human devolution
and suggest imminent permanent genetic extinction in
this century. That evolution cloaks imminent human ex-

tinction as biological progress, thereby militating against
countermeasures until permanently too late, identifies
evolution as the summit of criminality.

Evolutionists are aware of genetic disorders like the
sickle cell allele, a red blood cell mutation. For example in
recent biology textbooks we find, “The sickle cell allele
confers an unexpected advantage in Africa,” (Johnson,
1998, pp. 128, 183) and “Why is sickle cell anemia so com-
mon in some regions . . . The answer to that question is a
surprising lesson in evolution . . . That mutation conferred
an advantage wherever malaria was common, and thus it
was favored by natural selection” (Miller and Levine,
2000, p. 233). Evolutionists call it “a classic case of hetero-
zygote superiority” because survival of heterozygous indi-
viduals in malarial regions of West Africa is 1.0 compared
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Figure 1. If evolution were true, these would be the med-
ically reported genetic disorders from 1966 to 1999.
These data are actually reversed. Like these data, evolu-
tion is false.

Figure 2. McKusick: Mendelian Inheritance in Man,
Reported Genetic Disorders 1966 to 1999. The number
of medically reported genetic disorders in 1966 was
1,487. The number reported by 1999 was 11,099. A
curve of best fit has an R2 of 0.995. These data are evi-
dence of devolution.



to 0.9 for individuals with normal homozygous hemoglo-
bin. They gloss over the fact that survival for homozygous
sickle-cell individuals is 0.2. Also glossed over is that the
survival average for normal hemoglobin, homozygous plus
heterozygous with the sickle-cell mutation, is 0.95 com-
pared to the sickle-cell average of 0.6. Even in malarial en-
vironments, normal hemoglobin permits a survival
advantage of at least 35% and of as much as 70% (Hartl and
Clark, 1997, p. 251). In a non-malarial environment, there
were 75,000 hospitalizations per year of 6.1 days with sig-
nificant mortality. “Thus, sickle cell disease is one of the
most prevalent genetic disorders in the US” (Ashley-Koch,
Yang and Olney, 2000). The evolutionists’ classic case of
biological superiority thus is filling hospitals and grave-
yards with the afflicted. The sickle-cell allele is genetic dis-
order-disease MIM-OMIM number 141,900 and such
disorders have been increasing exponentially (McKusick,
1998, Vol. 1, xiii–xviii). This demonstrates that evolution-
ists choose to put at risk vulnerable students and their fami-
lies rather than admit that mutations are genetic disorders
documenting devolution, not evolution. Genetic disorders
are reason for alarm and countermeasures, not wanton
misrepresentation. Cloaking significant morbidity and
mortality as biological progress called, evolution, identifies
evolution as lethal antiscience.

In 1997 from genetic testing, the estimate was that ev-
eryone on average carried six genetic disorders (Gargus,
1997). The extrapolation suggests that by 2033 the average
for every man, woman and child may be 60 or more ge-
netic disorders. The data indicate that the greatest mass

extinction in the history of the planet is in progress in non-
human life forms at a rate of 30,000 extinctions per year
and accelerating (Leakey and Lewin, 1996, Chapter 13;
Mass Extinction References, 1998). The clear message is
that mutations accelerate the permanent extinction of all
life forms, including humans. There can be no greater im-
perative than educating students and parents to those facts.
The lethal masquerade of portraying mutations as advanta-
geous biological evolution must be extinguished before it
brings the entire biosphere, including all of humanity, to
permanent extinction. Cloaking the greatest mass extinc-
tion in the history of our planet as the biological progress
called, evolution, identifies evolution as the most lethal
antiscience in the history of our planet.

Data on fatal human birth defects may be found in the
medical epidemiological teratology literature. If evolution
were true, then we should observe a decrease in fatal birth
defects over time according to the first definition of evolu-
tion, change over time, and the third definition, natural se-
lection. That means that a graph of the medically reported
fatal birth defects should look like the hypothetical Figure
4. The data in Figure 4 are actually reversed. Like those
data, evolution is false. The true data are plotted in Figure
5. As can be seen, the trend in spite of medical advances is
an exponential increase in fatal birth defects (Sever,
Lynberg and Edmons, 1993). Beyond any doubt, the trend
is devolution. By 2085, it is estimated (R2 = 0.967) there
will be 100% human infant deaths attributed to birth de-
fects (see Figure 6). That suggests that the genetic disorder
saturation of each chromosome locus by 2031, and the
supersaturation by 2096, will manifest 100% infant deaths
from birth defects by 2085. These data agree with the ge-
netic disorder data in confirming human devolution and
in suggesting imminent permanent genetic extinction in
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Figure 3. McKusick: Mendelian Inheritance in Man,
Reported Genetic Disorders 1966 to 1999 with Extrapo-
lation to the Year 2096. The number of medically re-
ported genetic disorders in 1966 was 1,487, in 1999
11,099. A prediction equation 99.5% accurate suggests
100,000 human genetic disorders by 2031 and
1,000,000 by 2096. These data are evidence of devolu-
tion and suggest imminent human extinction.

Figure 4. If evolution were true, these would be the per-
centage of infant deaths attributed to birth defects in the
United States from 1916 to 1988. These data are actually
reversed. Like these data, evolution is false.



this century. That evolution cloaks accelerating human
birth defect mortality toward imminent human extinction
as biological progress, thereby militating against counter-
measures until permanently too late, adds additional evi-
dence to the identification of evolution as antiscience at
the summit of criminality.

The World War II crimes of the Nürnberg Trials can
hardly compare to the slaughter of all humanity and the
entire biosphere. Crimes against peace, war crimes and
crimes against humanity are minor lapses compared to the
extinction of all life forms. Not just scores of strains of mil-
lions of individuals—surfeit enough in horror beyond ima-
gining—are at stake, but rather many millions of species
and many billions of individuals. And if this historically
greatest of all mass bioslaughters currently under way de-
pletes the critical biomass for sustainable ecobalance, then
the universe’s only known biosphere will erode irreparably
to a barrenness as ghostly as the moon. No megacrime in
the history of this planet, or of this universe, comes close to
that summit of criminality.

Summary and Conclusions

According to the most generous mathematical criteria for
evolution, abiogenesis and monogenesis are impossible to
unimaginable extremes. The three definitions of evolution
are disguised definitions of devolution to extinction. For
the entire biosphere including all humanity, our planet
currently is in the throes of the greatest mass extinction in
its history. The tens of thousands of different life forms per-

manently extinguished each year are accelerating the de-
pletion of the biosphere to the level where it permanently
will no longer support human life because no new life
forms can be created and none can be evolved. That evolu-
tion cloaks these mass extinctions and the imminent
permanent extinction of all humanity as biologically ad-
vantageous is identified here as wanton, lethal antiscience
at the summit of criminality. There can be no greater im-
perative for the educational and governmental institutions
of the world than countering the greatest mass extinction
in history as induced over the last 140 years by the evolu-
tion movement. As a first step for self defense against immi-
nent permanent human and biosphere extinction, the
lethal antiscience, evolution, must be expunged world-
wide.
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Figure 5. Percentage of Infant Deaths Attributed to
Birth Defects in United States from 1916 to 1988. The
percentage of infant deaths attributed to birth defects
was 7% in 1916 to 1919 and rose to 20.6% for 1982 to
1988. These data are evidence of devolution.

Figure 6. Percentage of Infant Deaths Attributed to
Birth Defects in the United States from 1916 to 1988
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be (R2 = 0.967) 100% by 2085. These data are evidence
of devolution and confirm imminent human extinction.
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Book Review

Big God vs. Big Science by Bill Sardi
Here and Now Books, San Dimas, CA. 2001. 108 pages, $7.00

Author Bill Sardi is a journalist and publisher. His book is a
rebuttal to the old earth view of Hugh Ross and Don
Stoner, concentrating on the science issues more than the-
ology. In a clear informal style, progressive creation is chal-
lenged without attacking the personalities involved.

Parts of the book will confuse uninformed readers.
Sardi equates new species with macro evolution (pp. 10,
67). However speciation is a micro concept. He also
closely equates old earth creation, theistic evolution, the
gap theory, and the day age theory (p. 10, 28). However,
these are very different approaches to Genesis. Time dila-

tion is confused between the separate effects of gravity and
relativistic speed.

Sardi is dismayed by Ross’s big bang ideas. This book is
the result, with many good ideas and helpful figures. The
book has an attractive cover and a helpful index. The au-
thor may be reached at 457 West Allen #117, San Dimas,
Ca. 91773.
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